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An unstable genome is a hallmark of many cancers. It is unclear, however, whether some mutagenic features driving somatic
alterations in cancer are encoded in the genome sequence and whether they can operate in a tissue-specific manner. We performed
a genome-wide analysis of 663,446 DNA breakpoints associated with somatic copy-number alterations (SCNAs) from 2,792
cancer samples classified into 26 cancer types. Many SCNA breakpoints are spatially clustered in cancer genomes. We observed
a significant enrichment for G-quadruplex sequences (G4s) in the vicinity of SCNA breakpoints and established that SCNAs show
a strand bias consistent with G4-mediated structural alterations. Notably, abnormal hypomethylation near G4s-rich regions is a
common signature for many SCNA breakpoint hotspots. We propose a mechanistic hypothesis that abnormal hypomethylation in
genomic regions enriched for G4s acts as a mutagenic factor driving tissue-specific mutational landscapes in cancer.
Loss of genomic integrity is a common hallmark of cancer genomes1.
Recent technological advances have led to several large-scale cancer
genome profiling studies2–5 that have identified genome-wide patterns
of alterations in many cancer samples. Notably, DNA breakpoints in
cancer genomes, and also in the genomes of apparently healthy subjects, are distributed nonrandomly2,5–7, suggesting that some regions
within the human genome—so-called breakpoint hotspots—are
exquisitely prone to rearrangement of genetic material. Some of these
regions are common across many cancer types, whereas others are
specific to particular types, indicating that genomic instability may
manifest itself differentially in neoplasms of diverse origin.
Many exogenous factors (such as nicotine exposure in lung cancer) and endogenous factors (such as repeat elements) as well as
molecular mechanisms can cause double strand breaks and erroneous DNA repair, leading to genomic alterations1,8–10. Under certain
circumstances, DNA can adopt non-B conformations, and recently
two such secondary structures (H-DNA and Z-DNA) were shown to
contribute to DNA damage11–13. Guanine-rich sequences (G3N1–7
G3N1–7G3N1–7G3), which are frequent in the human genome, can
adopt four-stranded structures called G-quadruplexes (G4) both
in vivo and in vitro14–16. G4 structures obstruct the movement of
DNA polymerase17, thereby increasing the risk of DNA breakage or
nonallelic homologous recombination. Indeed, G4 structures have
been implicated in germline deletion18,19 and recombination20 events.
However, the role of G4 structures in genomic instability in cancer
has so far not been systematically investigated.
In addition to genetic factors, various epigenetic factors are also associated with genomic instability both during the somatic evolution of
cancer21,22 and in germline evolution during speciation23. Moreover,
epigenetic patterns differ between cell types and thus possess the potential to generate tissue-specific patterns of alterations. Selective epigenetic

states such as CpG methylation interact with G4 (refs. 24–26) and other
non–B-DNA structures27,28, potentially interfering with their formation
and stability. The D4Z4 region, for instance, which is hypomethylated
in some cancer types and hypermethylated in others, contains a subregion that is resistant to hypermethylation and harbors G4s motifs29.
Furthermore, the CpG dinucleotide frequently resides within G4s, whose
CpG methylation is usually low—especially at gene promoters, exons
and untranslated regions30. These findings raise the possibility that the
mutagenic potential of DNA secondary structures may be modulated
by epigenetic states.
Here we set out to systematically investigate the role of DNA secondary structures in genomic instability in cancer. We integrated published data on genomic alterations from over 2,700 cancer samples,
as well as potentially G-quadruplex–forming sequences (PG4s) and
DNA methylation. We propose that hypomethylation and G4 structures together could have a causal role in genomic instability in cancer, thus representing one of the mechanistic bases for tissue-specific
mutational landscapes of cancers.
RESULTS
DNA breakpoints in cancer are often clustered in hotspots
We obtained data for 663,446 SCNA breakpoints from Beroukhim
et al.2. Although the breakpoints of some SCNAs occur adjacent to
known oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes, some SCNAs span
tens of kilobases containing multiple genes or gene desert regions.
As examples, Figure 1 shows the frequency distributions of SCNA
breakpoints around EGFR (Fig. 1a), a gene commonly mutated in
many cancer types2, and PAX5 (Fig. 1b), which is altered primarily
in acute lymphoblastic leukemia2,31. In some cases, the SCNAs may
include additional previously undescribed target genes or functional
elements, which are important for tumorigenesis or the development
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Figure 1 Spatial distribution of breakpoint hotspots in cancer genomes and genomes of healthy human subjects. (a) SCNA breakpoints can occur at
high frequencies tens of kilobases away from EGFR (a known cancer gene shared across multiple cancer subtypes), shown in red. The direction of the
red arrow shows the direction of transcription of EGFR. (b) SCNA breakpoints can occur at high frequency tens of kilobases away from PAX5 (a known
cancer gene specific to acute lymphoblastic leukemia), shown in red. The red arrow shows the direction of transcription of PAX5. (c) SCNA breakpoint
densities calculated over 1-Mb nonoverlapping genomic blocks across the human genome. Dotted vertical lines mark centromeres. (d) Summary
statistics for SCNA breakpoint hotspots. Frequencies are shown in parentheses.

of a precancerous state. However, another and not mutually exclusive
scenario is that some regions in the genome are particularly prone to
rearrangement of genetic material, leading to the presence of inherent
genomic instability in one or more tissue types. In order to investigate
the genome-wide distribution of breakpoints, we first divided the
cancer genomes into 1-Mb nonoverlapping blocks and determined the
number of SCNA breakpoints within each block. We found that 248 of
the 3,029 genomic blocks, covering almost 8% of the human genome,
were significantly enriched (FDR-corrected P < 0.05) for SCNA breakpoints in cancer (Fig. 1c; see Online Methods). We dubbed these
regions breakpoint hotspots. Using cancer type–specific analyses,
Beroukhim et al.2 identified 199 frequently altered regions across
3,131 cancer samples, 177 of which shared their boundaries with the
breakpoint hotspots we identified (Fig. 1d). Using data from three
additional cancer genomes and three personal genomes, we found
that many breakpoint hotspots were shared across samples, suggesting
that they are perhaps inherently unstable during both somatic and
germline evolution (Supplementary Methods and Supplementary
Table 1). The observation that the SCNA breakpoints are organized
in hotspots led us to investigate whether some genomic properties of
those regions drive their instability.
Breakpoint hotspots are associated with PG4s
To assess whether G4 structures are associated with DNA breakpoints in cancer, we overlaid information about PG4s32–34 with the
SCNA breakpoint data and analyzed the joint distribution of PG4s
and SCNA breakpoint frequencies within 1-Mb nonoverlapping
windows tiling the genome. We found that the breakpoint hotspots
were significantly enriched for PG4s (FDR-corrected P = 9.19 × 10−6,
Mann-Whitney test; Table 1, Supplementary Methods and
Supplementary Table 2). To evaluate whether this association is
independent of other covariates, we overlaid information about
other factors, such as repeat sequences35, recombination frequency35
and fragile sites36. We found that the breakpoint hotspots were also
enriched for simple repeats, Alu repeats and CR1 repeats 35 (FDRcorrected P < 0.005, Mann-Whitney test; Table 1). We also observed
that these sites were moderately enriched for sites of frequent recombination (recombination hotspots)35 and common fragile sites36
(FDR-corrected P <0.05, Mann-Whitney test; Table 1). For two of
the three personal genomes we analyzed, comprehensive structural variation data was available. When focusing on cancer-only
nature structural & molecular biology
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breakpoint hotspots—those for which no structural variation was
present in those two personal genomes—we found a significant
enrichment for PG4s and a moderate depletion of repeats (Table 1
and Supplementary Methods).
Because the above genomic features are functionally interdepen
dent, establishing a primary association is challenging. For instance,
recombination hotspots can form G4 structures37 and often overlap
with cancer breakpoints. Further, recombination hotspots, G4 structures and fragile sites are enriched for specific repeat sequences36,38;
such repetitive elements show relatively low levels of evolutionary
conservation35. We found that the variation in PG4s explains most of
the variation in the density of cancer-specific breakpoint hotspots, and
that the association between PG4s and breakpoint density exists even
after controlling for other genomic features, such as meiotic recombination rate (Supplementary Methods and Supplementary Table 3).
Table 1 Association between genomic features and breakpoint
hotspots
FDR-corrected P value
SCNA breakpoint
hotspots in cancera

SCNA breakpoint
hotspots occurring only
in cancer genomesa

Common repeats

3.66 × 10−3

1.50 × 10−2

Alu elements

6.88 × 10−2

CR1 elements

8.96 × 10−3

L1 elements

3.19 × 10−3

9.08 × 10−3

L2 elements

4.54 × 10−3

6.95 × 10−2

9.19 × 10−6

4.35 × 10−3

Genomic features
Sequence features

Secondary structure features
G4 secondary structures
DNA breakage and
recombination features
Fragile sites

3.52 × 10−2

Meiotic recombination rate

1.87 × 10−2

Evolutionary features
28 way most evolutionarily

2.43 × 10−2

conserved elements
aThe

second column represents the statistical significance corresponding to all
breakpoint hotspots found in cancer genomes, while the third column represents the
statistical significance for those breakpoint hotspots that occur in cancer genomes but
not in the three personal genomes analyzed.
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(b) A schematic representation of DNA
replication near a G4 structure and generation
of an SCNA. Arrows indicate the direction of motion of the DNA polymerase. Only the leading strand obstructs the motion of the DNA polymerase and
therefore SCNAs are more likely to occur at the 5′ side of G4 structures. (c) Cancer SCNAs with at least two PG4s within 10 kb are significantly likely
to occur at the 5′ side of the G4 structures, an observation that is consistent with the hypothesis that these structures inhibit the action of DNA polymerase.
Frequencies are shown within parentheses. The pattern is independent of the choice of parameters (see Supplementary Table 5).

We then performed our analysis at a higher resolution: we identified
10-kb windows centering on DNA breakpoints for each SCNA, and
for each such window, we counted the total number of base pairs
belonging to PG4s. When the windows from multiple breakpoints
partially overlapped, we fused them and determined whether these
regions were enriched for PG4s relative to the genome-wide distribution of such sequences. Indeed, the vicinity of SCNA breakpoints was
significantly enriched for PG4s compared to the numbers expected by
chance (Fig. 2a; P < 2.2 × 10−16, Mann-Whitney test). We found similar results at the resolution of 20 kb, 50 kb and 100 kb (Supplementary
Methods and Supplementary Table 4). The association existed even
after we controlled for SNP density on the Affymetrix chip and when
we excluded centromeric and telomeric regions (Supplementary
Methods). These findings suggest that the association between PG4s
and SCNA breakpoints is probably genuine.
G4 structures are strand specific—the G-rich DNA strand forms a
G4 structure that can obstruct the movement of the DNA polymerase17,20 and cause mutagenic events18–20 (Fig. 2b). Therefore, G4mediated deletion and duplication events occur predominantly toward
the 5′ direction of the G4 sequence18–20. Although the C-rich strand
can potentially form an i-motif structure39, a mutagenic potential of
this structure has not been demonstrated. We therefore tested whether
the SCNA events in cancer associated with G4 structures also show
a strand bias. We identified SCNA breakpoints that had at least two
PG4s within a 10-kb window and found that in more than two-thirds
of these cases, the breakpoints resided on the same strand. For these
cases, we observed a significant enrichment (Fig. 2c; P = 7.40 × 10−10,
binomial test) for structural alterations to extend to the 5′ direction
relative to that expected by chance. This finding was independent of
how the enrichment of G4 structures on one strand was determined
(Supplementary Methods and Supplementary Table 5). We obtained
similar results at the resolutions of 20 kb and 50 kb, but the statistical significance decayed quickly for larger window sizes, suggesting
that the effect is local (Supplementary Methods and Supplementary
Table 5). Our observations point toward a causal role of PG4s in the
generation of structural alterations in cancer.
G4 structure formation is facilitated by negative DNA supercoiling25,40, which occurs not only during DNA replication41,42 but also
during repair and transcription43. Although the effects of replication are genome wide, transcription-associated events are likely to
be localized to the neighborhood of transcribed regions. Overlaying
transcription start sites (TSS), PG4s and SCNA breakpoints onto the
human genome, we found that the 1-Mb genomic blocks with abovemedian PG4s density and above-median TSS density had significantly
higher SCNA breakpoint densities than the remaining blocks (P =
1.727 × 10−15, Mann-Whitney test). We obtained similar results
952
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using different block sizes and cutoffs for PG4s and TSS densities
(Supplementary Methods and Supplementary Table 6). Thus, gene
promoters with high PG4s density are at an increased risk of DNA
breakage in cancer.
G4-dense breakpoint hotspots are hypomethylated in cancer
Because the genomic sequence is the same in all cells within an
individual, one might expect that PG4s-driven genomic aberrations
would be recurrent in both normal and cancer cells and would be
similar across all tissue types. In contrast, the mutational patterns
observed in cancer genomes differ between cancer types—as do the
patterns of epigenetic states such as DNA methylation44. In normal
tissues, the genome is usually hypermethylated and does not show
genomic instability, whereas genome-wide hypomethylation is a hallmark of many cancer types21,22. Notably, almost 50% of PG4s motifs
contain CpG dinucleotides, and for a majority of those cases, the
guanine participates in G-quadruplex formation (Supplementary
Methods). PG4s motifs show depletion of CpG methylation and
nucleosome occupancy26,30, and DNA methylation patterns have a
role in the stability of other noncanonical DNA structures such as
Z-DNA and H-DNA27,28. Furthermore, chemical modifications such
as O6-methylguanine inhibit G4 structure formation45. Therefore, we
investigated the patterns of DNA methylation in several normal and
cancer tissues in the context of PG4s and DNA breakpoints.
We obtained methylation data for several healthy colon, brain, liver
and spleen samples and DNA methylation data for 13 pairs of colo
rectal cancer samples and their matched normal colonic mucosa44. We
first analyzed the patterns of hypomethylation in the normal brain,
liver and spleen samples. We found that in those tissues, regions of
hypomethylation were in general depleted for PG4s relative to their
genome-wide distribution (P = 4.16 × 10−5, Kolmogorov-Smirnov
test). Moreover, genomic blocks that harbor an above-median PG4s
density were significantly more hypermethylated (P < 2.2 × 10−16,
Mann-Whitney test) than those blocks that have below-median PG4s
density in all three normal tissue types. Taken together, our data indicate that extensive hypomethylation and high PG4s density rarely
co-occur in normal tissues.
We then overlaid differential methylation patterns, PG4s and
cancer breakpoint densities for 13 colorectal cancer samples, and
we found that sites of acute hypomethylation and high PG4s density
often overlap with breakpoint hotspots (Fig. 3a). Furthermore, sites
with both above-average PG4s density and differential hypomethylation harbored significantly more breakpoints than would be expected
from the genome-wide distribution (Fig. 3b; P = 1.55 × 10−8, MannWhitney test). Our observation was independent of the threshold
for hypomethylation and PG4s density (Table 2) and remained
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Figure 3 Role of G-quadruplex structures
in the generation of breakpoint hotspots.
(a) Extent of differential methylation in colon
cancer relative to normal colon (red), density
of G4 sequences (orange) and density of
DNA breakpoints in cancer (gray) are shown
across the human chromosomes. Vertical
dotted lines mark centromeres. A negative
value of differential methylation indicates
differential hypomethylation. (b) The density
of DNA breakpoints in cancer is higher in
genomic blocks that have both above-average
hypomethylation and above-average PG4s
density than that in genomic blocks that do not
have above-average representation of either of the
factors. The purple horizontal dashed line shows
the median breakpoint density corresponding
to the rightmost group. The whiskers of the
box plots represent the range of the breakpoint
frequencies for the respective groups. (c) SCNA
breakpoint hotspots with above-average
PG4s density are significantly differentially
hypomethylated (low differential methylation
score) relative to the genome-wide background.
SCNA breakpoint hotspots specific to colorectal
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significant even after we excluded genomic
blocks that were within 1 Mb of telomeres or
centromeres (P = 2.36 × 10−7). Moreover, SCNA breakpoint hotspots
with above-median PG4s density showed a significant enrichment
for differential hypomethylation compared to the genome-wide
background (Fig. 3c; P = 1.18 × 10−2, Mann-Whitney test). As these
SCNA breakpoints were derived from various cancer types, we then
focused our analysis on the colorectal cancer–specific breakpoint
hotspots2, and we found a similar trend (Fig. 3c). The association of
PG4s with SCNA breakpoint density is significant even after controlling for DNA methylation, and the association between methylation
and SCNA breakpoint density is marginally significant after controlling for PG4s (Supplementary Methods and Supplementary Table
7). We then repeated our analysis using breast cancer46 and osteosarcoma47 data (Supplementary Methods, Supplementary Table 8 and
Supplementary Figs. 1 and 2) and obtained similar results. Finally,
we analyzed copy number, DNA methylation and gene expression
data for glioblastoma samples5 and found that loss of methylation
in the CpG dinucleotides within PG4s was associated with genomic
alterations (Supplementary Methods, Supplementary Fig. 3 and
Supplementary Table 9). Taken together, our data indicate that
hypomethylation near regions of high PG4s density, which is rare
in normal tissues but common in cancer genomes, is a signature of
many DNA breakpoints across many cancer types.
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DISCUSSION
Here we have established that SCNA breakpoints in cancer are often
clustered into hotspots, which are markedly enriched for PG4s. The
strand bias of the SCNAs relative to PG4s indicates that G4 structures are likely to have a causal role in cancer genome instability.
Furthermore, we found that genomic regions rich in PG4s are on average hypermethylated in normal tissue, but hypomethylation in those
regions is substantially associated with DNA breakpoint hotspots
across a wide range of cancer types. Our results show that G4 structures and aberrant hypomethylation have a key role in generating
genomic alterations in cancer.
On the basis of our analyses and supporting lines of evidence,
we propose a mechanistic model of the potential contribution of
hypomethylation and PG4s to the generation of genomic instability, thus bridging the roles of genetic and epigenetic factors driving
tumorigenesis (Fig. 4). In normal tissues, the genome is generally
hypermethylated, which is a marker for closed chromatin—a state
generally unfavorable for G4 formation. In contrast, hypomethylation
and open chromatin create a favorable condition for G4 structure formation in the presence of stabilizing proteins and negative supercoiling—for example, during transcription25,40,43 or replication41,42. In
addition, the CpG dinucleotide often occurs within PG4s, and methyl
ation of those CpGs may also play a direct
role in the stability of G4 structures through
Table 2 Enrichment for cancer breakpoint hotspots in genomic blocks with overchemical and steric effects, as is the case for
representation of G4 sequences and hypomethylation
several other non–B-DNA structures27,28.
Genomic blocks with:
Total no. SCNA
Furthermore, CpG dinucleotide methylation
PG4s
Differential
Overlap between Corresponding
genomic breakpoint
regulates local nucleosome occupancy and
hotspots (A)
density
methylation
No. blocks (B) groups A and B P value
blocks
chromatin structure48, which may in turn
3,029
248
> mean
< mean
579
72
2.47 × 10−5
influence DNA accessibility, G4 formation
3,029
248
> mean + s.d. < mean
205
30
5.09 × 10−4
and DNA breakage. Aberrant genome-wide
3,029
248
> mean
< mean − s.d.
272
39
1.26 × 10−4
DNA hypomethylation, which can arise
3,029
248
> mean + s.d. < mean – s.d.
122
22
1.69 × 10−4
during aging49 and tumorigenesis46, exposes
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Figure 4 A mechanistic hypothesis of epigenetic
involvement in the generation of breakpoints
in cancer genomes. Genomes in normal tissue
are generally hypermethylated and stable.
Genome-wide hypomethylation, which occurs
stochastically during aging and tumorigenesis,
offers a favorable environment in which PG4s
can fold into G4 structures in the presence of
stabilizing proteins and negative supercoiling.
G4 structures are mutagenic and have the
potential to generate deletion, insertion or
rearrangement events of genetic material
on which selection can act to drive cancer
evolution. See Discussion for further details.
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Data sets. We obtained data for DNA breakpoints associated with somatic copynumber alterations from several different cancer types from a published report2.
The authors originally studied a total of ~130,000 cases of gains and losses in
3,131 samples classified into 26 histological types, and each cancer type in this
dataset was represented by at least 20 samples2. A subset of the data (~10% of
samples) were not publicly available, and therefore we restricted our analysis to
the set of publicly available 663,446 DNA breakpoints from 2,792 samples (89%
of the complete dataset). SCNAs were obtained by comparing the signal intensities from the Affymetrix 250k array data of each cancer sample to the matched
normal tissue2; the boundaries of alterations, which we denote as SCNA breakpoints, were determined with a precision of 8–10 kb. We also obtained a list of
structural variations in 24 breast cancer samples from Stephens et al.7, who used a
paired-end sequencing strategy to identify somatic rearrangements. We obtained
methylation data for colon cancer and also from healthy brain, liver and spleen
samples from Irizarry et al.44; these authors performed a high-throughput arraybased relative methylation analysis (CHARM) and also pyrosequencing-based
revalidation analysis on an additional set of colon cancer samples.
Identification of breakpoint hotspots. To identify breakpoint hotspots, first we
divided the cancer genomes into 1-Mb nonoverlapping blocks and counted the
number of SCNA breakpoints in each block. Next, we randomized the position of
the breakpoints 100,000 times for each chromosome and generated a distribution
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of breakpoint densities for the 1-Mb blocks. The genomic blocks that had a higher
breakpoint frequency than that expected from the top 5% from the simulation
across the whole genome were identified as breakpoint hotspots.
Genomic features. We obtained the genomic locations of PG4s from (http://
www.quadruplex.org/)38, where the PG4s were predicted using the Quadparser
algorithm, which is based on the Folding rule postulating that a sequence of
the form d(G3N1–7G3N1–7G3N1–7G3) will fold into a quadruplex under nearphysiological conditions, where G is guanine and N is any nucleotide (A, T, G
or C). We obtained the list of fragile sites from Durkin and Glover36. Common
fragile sites are loci that preferentially show chromosomal aberrations visible as
gaps and breaks on metaphase chromosomes after partial inhibition of DNA
synthesis, and are present in normal individuals. Different families of repeat elements, recombination rate and 28-way evolutionary conservation information
were obtained from the UCSC Genome Browser35. Data on recombination rate
and fragile sites had about megabase resolution. The list of the genes causally
implicated in cancer was obtained from The Cancer Gene Census database50.
Analysis. All statistical analyses were performed using R. The Supplementary
Methods, Supplementary Figures 1–3 and Supplementary Tables 1–9 contain
details of all analyses.
50. Futreal, P.A. et al. A census of human cancer genes. Nat. Rev. Cancer 4, 177–183
(2004).
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